Hydrogen Booster Clean EGAS Fuel Cell

(Made out of a clear water filter canister, with no filter)

Air in from a line coming out of your exhaust pipe, it helps shake off the egas bubbles.

Wire to 30 amp relay, or to switch under dash hooked up to ignition.

Rubber blow plug.

Ground wire to frame

3/4" PVC Filler Cap

3/4" PVC 90 / elbow

HO gas out, rubber black fuel hose to air intake.

One way value, 3/4 from aquarium supply house.

3/8" rubber black fuel line goes to air inlet before air filter.

Oxygen gas comes off the positive rod.

Water/electrolyte level. Distilled water 97% to 3% (KOH)

or whatever ratio of water to KOH. Add KOH until you get approx. 15-20 amps. As it heats up the amperage climbs. Use 30 amp fuses with 10-12 guage wire.

304-S. Steel perforated plates, 16 gauge. Approx. 3" x 5"

Hydrogen gas comes off the negative rod and off the plates

Installing a Hydrogen Booster under your hood, will get you 10% to 25%, or even higher %: better gas mileage. It will clean up your emissions. You can pass the SMOG test, even if you removed the Catallac converter. You will have more horsepower. Hydrogen and Oxygen (egas-electrolysis gas) combine with either gasoline or diesel will act like a catalysist to the fuel. Will clean your fuel injectors and engine and all carbon deposits on your pistons and rings and exhaust manifold will disappear after time. You will learn about clean burning hydrogen. Clean Hydrogen from Water, not dirty hydrogen from hydrocarbons.